An AARP survey of adults shows that 3 out of 4 adults age 50 and older wish to stay in their own homes and communities as they age.

Census data determines where parks, hospitals, and roads are built. Business owners rely on census data to open new stores, restaurants, or offices. The 2020 Census will determine funds for housing programs, transit grants, and community service programs.

Census Dollars are Livable Dollars

- An AARP survey of adults shows that 3 out of 4 adults age 50 and older wish to stay in their own homes and communities as they age.
- Census data determines where parks, hospitals, and roads are built. Business owners rely on census data to open new stores, restaurants, or offices. The 2020 Census will determine funds for housing programs, transit grants, and community service programs.

Census Dollars are Health Dollars

Filling out the 2020 Census will determine billions of dollars in Medical funding for Kentucky like Medicare Part B, Medicaid, children’s health insurance programs and health care centers, and nutrition programs for kids and the elderly.

Census Determines Your Political Representation

Every 10 years the census determines how many seats Kentucky gets in the House of Representatives.

Annually, Kentucky receives $15.8 billion through 55 federal programs guided by Census data

For programs like Medicaid, Meals on Wheels, and Medicare Part B.
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Census Determines Your Political Representation

TAKE THE 2020 CENSUS!